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Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group over a field of prime 
characteristic p. If x is a character of a Bore1 subgroup B of G, the strong 
linkage principle proved by Andersen [2] gives information on the com- 
position factors of the cohomology groups of the induced line bundle L(x) 
on G/B, in terms of transformations from an affme Weyl group Wp. In this 
paper we show that if x is p-singular, that is, x lies on a reflecting hyper- 
plane for W,, then finer information can be obtained. A “very strong 
linkage principle” can be given, in terms of reflections in hyperplanes for 
which the weights concerned “behave regularly” (see Definition 1). 
Our method is a modification of that of Andersen. Whereas he begins 
with exact sequences of B-modules, we use exact sequences of modules over 
minimal parabolic subgroups P,. Very strong linkage can be verified 
directly for P, (Proposition 2) giving information on long exact sequences 
of G-modules (Lemma 4). The “very strong linkage analogue” of a result 
on alcove geometry used by Andersen [2, Lemma l] seems difficult to 
prove, but we find a suitable substitute (Lemma 1). Andersen’s method 
then proves the main result (Theorem 5). 
We also prove an “infinitesimal” version (Theorem 7), extending a result 
of Jantzen [7]. 
Notation. Throughout the paper, G denotes a connected reductive 
algebraic group over an algebraically closed field K of prime characteristic 
p. Fix a maximal torus T, with character group X= X(T), and a Bore1 sub- 
group B containing T. Order the roots of (G, T) so that the roots of B are 
negative, let S be the set of simple positive roots, and partially order X in 
the usual way. Choose an inner product ( , ) on the space X@, R which is 
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invariant under the Weyl group W. If c( is a root, then s, and CI ” denote the 
reflection and coroot corresponding to CX. The “dot-action” of W on X is 
given by setting u’. x = w(x + p) - p, where p is half the sum of the positive 
roots. 
All G-modules considered will be finite dimensional and rational. For an 
element 2 of the set X+ of dominant characters, M, will denote the simple 
G-module of highest weight A. 
VERY STRONG LINKAGE 
Denote the usual p-adic exponential valuation of Z by up, so that u,,n is 
the largest integer e such that p’ divides n (and ~i,,n = c~j, if n = 0). Let 
1, ~1 E X, and let CI be any root. 
DEFINITION 1. 3, cc-reflects up to p if p = s, ‘2 + na, where 0 d n < 
(p + P, a ” ), and upn > o,(p + p, M ” ). 
The last condition is an extra requirement on the reflections used in the 
definition of strong linkage [a]. If ,I cc-reflects up to p, then u,(i + p, a ” ) = 
u,,(p + p, a ” ); also, if w E W, then u’ II w(a)-reflects up to MJ .p. 
DEFINITION 2. Iti is a-linked fo p if there exists a sequence { /., 10 d i < m } 
in X, such that 2, = A, 1, = 11, and, for i > 0, Ai_, cc-reflects up to 2*,. 
Since a product of three a-reflections is an cc-reflection, it is always 
possible to take m d 2. Also if II is a-linked to p, and USE W, then MI ./I is 
M?(a)-linked to w . p. 
EXAMPLE. If O<n<(p++,cr”) and u,n>u,(p+p,cr”), then p--_-a is 
cc-linked to ,U (by two a-reflections). 
DEFINITION 3. A is very strongly linked to p if there exists a sequence 
{ Ai IO d id m > in X, such that il, = I,, A,,, = p, and, for i > 0, there exists a 
positive root tli such that ii_ 1 is cc,-linked to Ai. 
Of course, by refining the sequence, one can always assume that ;1,_ 1 
cc,-reflects up to Ai. If I is very strongly linked to p, then 1” is strongly linked 
to p in the usual sense, and, in particular, 2 <p. Very strong linkage is a 
partial order relation. 
If x E X+ - p, and w E W, then u’. x is very strongly linked to x, by the 
proof of [4, Proposition 18, p. 1581. 
LEMMA 1. Let PEA’, XEX+ -p, u’ E W. Suppose that p is a-linked to 
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w . x, for some root c1 such that (p + p, u ” ) > 0, but that p # w. x. Then, for 
all y in W, y . p is very strongly linked to x, and y p -C x. 
Proof: First, assume that y = 1. If c( is positive, then p is very strongly 
linked to M,. 1, which is very strongly linked to x, and p < u3.x < x. Thus 
the result holds in this case. If a is negative, then s, . /J is ( - cc)-linked to 
s, M’ . x, and so s, . p is very strongly linked to x, as above. Since 
(cl + p, c( ” ) > 0, p ( - cr)-reflects up to s, . p, and so p is very strongly linked 
to x. Also, p < s, . p d 1. 
In general, if y E W, then y . p is y(a)-linked to y\t’. x, (y . /J + p, y(m) ” ) = 
(p + p, CI ” ) > 0, y. /J # YM?. x. The case treated in the first paragraph, with 
y .p, y(a), JIM’ replacing p, ~1, W, now gives the result. This proves the 
lemma. 
COHOMOLOGY MODULES 
Any finite-dimensional rational B-module E defines a sheaf L(E) on G/B, 
whose cohomology groups #(G/B, L(E)) are G-modules which we will 
denote more briefly as H’(E). In particular, if 1 E X, then x extends 
uniquely to a character of B, and so defines G-modules H’(X). If x E X’, 
then H“(x) has the unique simple submodule M,. If x $ X+, then P?‘(x) = 0. 
More generally, if P is any parabolic subgroup, then any P-module F 
defines a sheaf L(F) on G/P, whose cohomology groups will be denoted 
H’( G/P, F). 
P,-MODULES 
Let CI E S, and let P, be the associated minimal parabolic subgroup. If 
x E X, then @(P,/B, x) # 0 if and only if (x, CY ” ) Z 0, and then p(P,/B, x) 
has a unique simple submodule M,(X). 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose (x, o! ” ) > 0. Then every composition factor of 
p(P,/B, x) different f rom M,(X) has the form M,(A), where 0 < (A, CY ” ) < 
(x, ct ” ), and A is a-linked to x. 
Proof: Although this can be deduced from the results of Carter and 
Cline [S] on SL,, we sketch a direct argument, by induction on the integer 
m = (1, c(” ). 
Let x,, x-, be isomorphisms from the additive group of K to the root 
subgroups associated to c(, -c(, satisfying 
tx,(z) tr ’ =x,(‘%(t) z) 
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in T, z in K, and a similar identity with - CI in place of CC By [ 11, 
is a basis {e,, e,, . . . . e,} of @(P,/B, x), such that 
te, = (I- b)(t) ei, 
x,(z) ei= i ‘. z’+je,, 0 j=O J 
If m6p-2, or m has the form up”- 1, where O<a<p, then 
p( P,/B, x) = M,(X). Otherwise, we have a p-adic expansion 
m=a,+a,p+ ... +a,~“, 
where 0 G uk 6 p - 1, for all k, a, > 0, and the set 
J=(kIk<nandu,<p-1) 
is non-empty. Suppose .I= {k(l), . . . . k(r)}, where k( 1) < . .. <k(r), and 
define 
q(j) = (Uk( i) + 1) pk”‘. 
Abbreviate p(PJB, x) as Ho, and, for 1 <j< Y, let Hi be the subspace 
spanned by all e, for which 
(q~l))~(q~2))~ ... =(qij))=O (modp). 
Since (x - q(j) CI, ~1” ) = m - 2q(j) > 0, @( PJB, x - q(j) a) has a basis 
{fi IO d id m - 2q(j)} with properties analogous to those of the e;. Define 
a linear map 
tIi: H,_, + H“(P,lB, x - q(j) Co, 
tli(e,) = ( > q;I) fi-di). 
Using induction on j, we can show that each H, is a P,-submodule of H,, 
0, is a P,-homomorphism, and the kernel of 6, is Hj. 
Also H, = M,(X), so that every composition factor of H, different from 
M,(X) occurs in some @(P,/B, x-q(j) cc), and so, by induction 
hypothesis, has form M,(2), where ;1 is a-linked to some x - q(j) LX. Now, 
x-q(l)cc=ss,.x+(m+l-qq(l))a, 
o,(m+l-q(l))>k(l)=o,(x+p,a”), 
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so that x - q( 1) CI a-reflects up to x. Ifj > 1, then x - q(j) CI is cc-linked to x, 
by the example following Definition 2. In any case, it follows that 2 is 
cc-linked to x. This proves the proposition. 
INDUCTION FROM P, 
Let c( E S, x E X. If (x + p, a ” ) 3 0, then H’(P,/B, x) = 0, for j # 0, and so 
H’(X) = H’(GIf’,, p(f’,lB, x)1, 
by Cll. 
LEMMA 3. Let (x, a” ) > 0. Then every composition factor of 
H’(G/P,, M,(X)) is a composition factor of some H’(A), where (2, a” )a0 
and 2 is cc-linked to x. 
Proof: Use induction on (x, c( ” ). If this is 0, then M,(X) = p(P,/B, x), 
and #(G/P,, M,(X)) = H’(X). 
Assume (x, CI ” ) > 0. By Proposition 2, we have an exact sequence 
0 + M,(X) + ff’(P,IB, x) + Q,(x) + 0, (1) 
where each composition factor of the P,-module Q,(x) has the form M,(p), 
where p is cc-linked to x, and 0 < (p, c( ” ) < (x, CY ” ). We obtain an exact 
sequence 
Hi-‘(G/P,, Q,(x), + H’(GIf’,, M,(X)) + H’(X). 
Hence, each composition factor F of H’(G/P,, M,(X)) is in H’(X) or in 
H’-‘(G/P,, M,(u)), for some composition factor M,(p) of Q%(x). If the 
latter holds, then, by induction hypothesis, F is a composition factor of 
some H’(A), where (I., a” ) > 0, and L is Lx-linked to p. Then j* is also 
a-linked to x. This proves the lemma. 
If (x + p, a ” ) = 0, then @(P,/B, x) = 0. We shall also write M,(X) = 0 in 
this case. 
LEMMA 4. Let (x + p, a” ) > 0. Then there exist long exact sequences 
. . -+ H’(G/P,, M,(X)) + H’(X) + H’(G/P,, Q,(x)) + ..., (2) 
. . -+ H’+‘(s;x) -H’(G/P,, M,(x))+H’+‘(G/P,, C,(x))+ ..., (3) 
where QJx) and C,(x) are P,-modules whose composition factors have the 
form M,(p), w,here /* is a-linked to x and p # x. 
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Proof: We have the exact sequence (1) which gives the sequence (2) 
(where Q*(x) = 0 if (x, cc” ) < 0). Also, Hj(P,/B, s, .x) = 0 when j# 1, and 
so 
H’+lb, .x) = WGIP,, H’(P,IB, s, .x)1, 
by [l]. By Serre duality, H’(P,/B, s, .x) has the same composition factors 
as @(P,/B, x), but in reverse order [6], giving an exact sequence 
0 + C,(x) + H’(P,I& s,. xl -+ M,(X) + 0, 
where C,(x) has the same composition factors as Q,(x). This gives the 
sequence (3), and completes the proof of the lemma. 
G-MODULES 
We can now prove our main result. 
THEOREM 5. Let x E X+ - p, and suppose M, is a composition factor of 
H’(w . x), where w E W, i 3 0. Then 2 is very strongly linked to x. 
Proof: We use induction with respect to the usual partial order relation 
in X, and so may assume the theorem true for all weights in X+ -p which 
are strictly less than x. 
First, assume that M! = 1. As in [Z], choose a reduced expression for the 
longest element of W, 
and set x0 = 1, xj= sol,.xim ,, j= 1, . . . . N. Then (x,- 1 + p, a,” ) 2 0, and, by 
Lemma 4, we have exact sequences 
H’+j-‘(G/P,, M,(X,- I)) + HI+‘-‘(Xl- 1) + H’+‘-‘(G/P,, Q,,(xj+l)), 
Hi+i(Xj)+~+i-l (G/P,, M,,(Xj-I))~H’+‘(GIP,, Cz,(Xj-I)), 
for j = 1, . . . . N, This is a set of 2N exact sequences, in which the first term of 
each sequence is the second term of the succeeding sequence. We can apply 
the following elementary result on exact sequences of modules of finite 
length: 
Given exact sequences A, + , jHir A, + B,, k = 1,2, . . . . m, every com- 
position factor of A, occurs in the image of the composite map 0, . .. 0,: 
A ,,+I +AI, or in some B,. 
We see that, either 
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(a) M, is a composition factor of the image of a homomorphism of 
HifN(wO .x) into H’(X), or 
(b) M, is a composition factor of some Hk(G/P,, Q,,(x,-,)), or of 
SOme Hk(G/P,,, C&t- I )I 
In case (a), %=x, as in [a]. 
In case (b), M, is a composition factor of some Hk(G/P,,, M,(q)), where 
M,,(q) is a composition factor of Q,(x,- ,) (or C,(x, ,)). Then q is 
cc,-linked to xl ,, and 9 # xi- 1. By Lemma 3, M, is a composition factor of 
some Hk(p), where (p, CL,” ) 3 0, and p is cci-linked to 4. Thus p is cci-linked 
to X.,-l? PLzx,-I and (~++,a,“)>O. Let YEW, y.p~X+--. By 
Lemma 1, 4’. p is very strongly linked to x, and y . p < x. 
By induction hypothesis, i is very strongly linked to y . p. Hence 1 is very 
strongly linked to x. 
Now suppose that u’f 1. Using induction, we may assume the result 
holds for the given 1 and for every element of W whose length is less than 
that of )v. As in [2], we can find a in S such that S,M? has length less than 
that of u’, and (s, ~1. x + p, M ” ) > 0. By Lemma 4, we have exact sequences 
H’ ‘(G/P,, Q,(s,w .x)) + H”(G/P,, M,(s,w~~)) + H’ ‘(.Y,w .I), 
H’ ‘(G/P,, C,(s,w.~)) + H’(w.x) + Hi-‘(G/P,, M,(.Y,w.x)). 
It follows that M, is a composition factor of Hip ‘(s,w .x), or of 
Hip2(G/P,, Q,(s~w.~)), or of Hip’(G/P,, C,(s,w .x)). In the first case, we 
are done, by induction hypothesis. In the other cases, the same argument 
as in case (b) above applies. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
EXAMPLE. Let I= (p” - 1) p. Then there exists no element 1 of X+ dif- 
ferent from x such that 1” is very strongly linked to x (and so Ho(x) = M,, 
the nth Steinberg module), but in general there do exist 1, which are 
strongly linked to p. 
G,B-MODULES 
We now consider G as a group scheme defined over the prime field, and 
write G, for the rth Frobenius kernel in G. If x E X, then e(x) denotes the 
G,B-module induced by the character x of B. This module has a unique 
simple submodule IM,~, and in this way X parametrizes the set of all simple 
G, B-modules. 
To prove the analogue of Theorem 5 for G,B-modules, we use a family 
of linkage relations on X which behave well under translation. Let 2, p E X, 
and let c1 be a root. Let m be a positive integer, or co. 
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DEFINITION 4. 1% (m, a)-reflects up to p if p = S, .A + na, where n < 
(~++,a”), and v,n>min{m- 1, u,(p+p, a”)}. 
If m = co, then the last inequality is to be interpreted as upn > 
o,(y + p, a” ), and so the condition is the same as in Definition 1, but 
without the requirement that n 2 0. 
DEFINITION 5. /I is m-strongly linked to p if there exists a sequence 
{ii1 0 < i < t 1 in X, such that 1, = 1, iI = ~1, and, for i > 0, there exists a 
positive root ai such that Ai-, (m, ai)-reflects up to 2;. 
Thus, co-strong linkage may be regarded as very strong linkage in which 
reflections in hyperplanes having -p on the positive side are allowed, 
while l-strong linkage is the same as the relation 7 in [7]. Also, if 2 is very 
strongly linked to ,u, then il is m-strongly linked to p, for all m. 
LEMMA 6. (i) Zf m >m’, and ;1 (m, a)-reflects up to p, then I (m’, a)- 
reflects up to p, 
(ii) If A+ ~“‘9 is m-strongly linked to ,u + ~“‘0, where m is a positive 
integer, and 0 E X, then 1 is m-strongly linked to p. 
(iii) Zf r is a positive integer, and A is m-strongly linked to p, for every 
integer m 3 r, then I is a-strongly linked to p. 
Proof: Assertion (i) is clear. For (ii), we may suppose that 2 + ~“‘8 
(m, a)-reflects up to p + ~“‘8, where a is a positive root, so that 
p+pp”B=s;(A+pmO)+na, 
n<(p+pp”~+p,a”), 
upn > minjm - 1, (p+ p”B + p, a” )}. 
Let n’ = n - p”( 0, a ” ). Then, 
p = s, . A + n’a, 
n’ < (P + P, a ” h 
o,n’ 2 min{ u,n, m}, 
min{m - 1, (p + p, a” )} = min{m - 1, (p + pm8 + p, a” )}. 
It follows that 2 (m, a)-reflects up to p. 
For (iii), let C, be the set of all sequences { Ai 10 < i < t} in X, such that 
I,= 1, 1,=~, and, for i>O, A,- r (m, a,)-reflects up to ;lj, where a, is 
positive. Then, since the set of elements f3 of X such that i < 0 <p is finite, 
C, is a finite nonempty set, for all integers m 2 r. By (i), C, 2 C,, , . 
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Hence the intersection of all the C, is nonempty. The existence of a 
sequence in this intersection shows that I. is co-strongly linked to p. This 
proves the lemma. 
We can now extend a result of Jantzen [7, Satz 3.33 on the composition 
factors of H:(X). 
THEOREM 7. Let A, x E X, and suppose M,,, is a composition factor of the 
G,B-module H:(X). Then I. is co-strongly linked to x. 
Proof. Let m be any integer such that m >, r. As in Jantzen’s proof, we 
choose 8 in X such that all weights of H:(x + ~“0) are dominant, and 
deduce from a character formula that M,, PmO is a composition factor of 
H’(x + ~“8). By Theorem 5, 2 + ~“‘8 is very strongly linked (and so is 
m-strongly linked) to x + ~“8. By Lemma 6(ii), 1 is m-strongly linked to x. 
By Lemma 6(iii), I is co-strongly linked to x. This proves the theorem. 
ADDENDA 
The author thanks H. H. Andersen for drawing his attention to a preprint of M. Koppinen 
[S], in which a theorem similar to Theorem 5 is proved, using a relation on X called regular 
linkage. This is defined in terms of a notion of a regular step from p to 2, where 1 is obtained 
from p by a reflection in a hyperplane which is strictly between p and -p. and an arithmetic 
condition like that in Definition 1 is satistied. Regular linkage is not the same relation as very 
strong linkage (though it appears to coincide with it for dominant characters), and does not 
seem to admit a straightforward modification applying to G,B-modules as in Theorem 7. 
The author also thanks the referee for pointing out that, in the case of Weyl modules 
HN(n,, .x). Theorem 5 can be obtained from the sum formula for the Jantzen filtration 
{ NN(wO. x)‘}, proved by Andersen [3, Theorem 4.101. This formula may be stated as follows. 
For positive roots a, let k,(x) = (x + p, a” ), and set 
4(x1) = c (o,W&) -ml ~ o,m) ch(x - ma), 
m 
where ch(X - ma) denotes the Weyl character corresponding to x - mr, and the sum is taken 
over all integers m in the open interval (0, +/c~(x)). Then, 
where the sum is taken over all positive roots cc It is easy to see that x -ma is cc-linked to 1 if 
(and only if) v,,(k,(~)-m)# tipm. Applying Lemma 1, we see that the character sum is a 
linear combination of Weyl characters ch(p), where p E X+, p -C x, and p is very strongly 
linked to 1. If MI is a composition factor of H”‘(+v, .x), where I # x, then M, occurs in 
HN(w,, x)‘, and so induction shows that I is very strongly linked to x. The same will hold for 
H!(M~ .x) in the “generic” case that H~(M’ .x) # 0 only when i is equal to the length of ~3. 
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